
October 7, 2019

I can create an entry with lots of sensory 
imagery and description by chaining my 
memories

Mentor texts: When I Was Young in the 
Mountains-Cynthia Rylant

He Remembers-Paul Auster

She Remembers-Mrs. Clyne-Davis

Essential Questions:
· How can I make my writing more powerful and impact my audience?
· What am I trying to show about myself through my personal narrative?
· What life lesson did I learn and want to share with my audience?
· How did I change as a result of this experience?
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Connection: We have been working on creating entries that incorporate a lot 
of sensory imagery, details and figurative language. Some of our best stories 
come from recounting the simple, comforting, everyday rituals of home. 
Rituals are often the little things we remember most--or things we most miss 
doing when they no longer happen. Last time, we did a shared reading of My 
Mama Had a Dancing Heart by Libby Moore Gray. As we read, we paid 
attention to the family rituals described by the author. Gray shared a melodic 
remembrance of her mother, who welcomed each season with boundless 
enthusiasm-and bade her daughter to do the same: ""Bless the world/ it feels 
like/ a tip-tapping/ song-singing/ finger-snapping/ kind of day. / Let's 
celebrate."" 
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The two danced barefoot in the spring rain, ran through the summer surf with balloons and 
kites tied to their wrists, performed a ""leaf-kicking/ leg-lifting/ hand-clapping/ hello autumn 
ballet,"" and lay on the ground to make snow angels in winter. Shifting to the present 
tense, the girl-now a ballerina-notes how these memories serve as inspiration as she 
leaps across the stage. She used the repeated refrain of "My Mama Had a Dancing Heart" 
and she shared that heart with me throughout the text. The story and ended with this 
beautiful refrain--which we also noted was a circular ending.  

Today, we will continue our journey of incorporating lots of sensory imagery and figurative 
language into our writing by using a technique called chaining. We will see how well 
Cynthia Rylant does this in her personal narrative, When I Was Young in the Mountains. 
We will then use this mentor text to help guide our own writing as we prepare to publish 
our own personal narrative-memory booklets.

 

Connection:
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Teach: 

When we speak about chaining our memories, it is a technique writers use 
to help get from one image to another. It can be a repeated refrain (a line or 
phrase) that we return to when we are stuck about what to write next. To 
help us generate material for our personal narrative, it may be enough to 
keep repeating, "I remember..." as does Paul Auster who writes of himself 
in third person in The Invention of Solitude:

He remembers the sight of his father knotting his tie and saying to him, Rise and shine little boy. He 
remembers wanting to be a squirrel, because he wanted to be light like a squirrel and have a bushy 
tail and be able to jump from tree to tree as though he were flying. He remembers looking through 
the venetian blinds and seeing his newborn sister coming home from the hospital in his mother's 
arms...
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Teach:

In When I Was Young in the Mountains, Cynthia Rylant uses the refrain of 
the title to take her from one image to another. Each idea or detail is like the 
link in a chain connected both to the thought in front of it and the one behind 
it.

So let's listen to the story. We will then create a plan for publishing our 
own chaining memory booklet with our own repeated refrain. Remember 
to keep the following in mind as we listen to Cynthia Rylant's tale and 
create our own stories:

1. Why is this memory-place-person so important?

2. What is the unique role this place-memory-person play?

3. Why does this memory-place-person mean more to me-author than it 
seems to mean to other members of my family?

4. Have I-author always cherished this person-memory-place or has this 
changed over time?

5. What do I-author want to say about this person-place-memory that I 
haven’t said yet?

6. How does this memory-place-person fit into the whole of who I am as 
a person?

7. What am I-author really teaching the reader about who I am and what 
is important to me?
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We learn that the mountains was a very special place for the author. 
Each moment or image is filled with lots of small details that helps 
paint a picture in the reader's mind. She also uses figurative language 
like onomatopoeia when the bobcat is sneaking up and personification 
like the frogs singing. There is a circular ending that leaves us with an 
important thought from the author that she would never want to be 
anywhere else but in her beautiful, rural mountains with her loving 
family. 
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I do: Notice how I wrote in third person as I created a story about a doll 
named rs. Beasley. This narrative is entitled, She Remembers Mrs. 
Beasley:

What does 
ending reveal 
about me?
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Active engagement: Turn and talk to your partner.  

What did you notice I did in She Remember Mrs. Beasley? What did I 
reveal to my readers?

Now it's your turn to create your own memory chains--trying to collect 
as many details as you can. You may settle into one memory before 
going to the next. or you may go from one idea into another. You can 
do in first or third person. Here are some starters for chaining...turn and 
talk it over with your partner, which one you will try today:

I remember...

When we lived at...

When I was in second (first-third) grade...

In the summertime...

I used to imagine...

I dreamed that...

When I was little, I used to...

Every night...

When I was young in Flushing...

GOT A BETTER IDEA? USE YOUR OWN....

PREFER TO DO AN ENTRY LIKE MY MAMA HAD A DANCING 
HEART INSTEAD? GO FOR THAT INSTEAD!

DON'T FORGET TO KEEP THESE QUESTIONS IN MIND AS YOU 
ARE WRITING:

1. Why is this memory-place-person so important?

2. What is the unique role this place-memory-person play?

3. Why does this memory-place-person mean more to me-author than 
it seems to mean to other members of my family?

4. Have I-author always cherished this person-memory-place or has 
this changed over time?

5. What do I-author want to say about this person-place-memory that I 
haven’t said yet?

6. How does this memory-place-person fit into the whole of who I am 
as a person?

7. **What am I-author really teaching the reader about who I am and 
what is important to me?
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Independent: Work on your chaining entries. I will circulate to assist those 
who need help. Don't forget to include lots of sensory imagery and 
description along with figurative language.

Mid-workshop interruption:

I noticed that ____________ is doing something very smart in their 
writing today. Let's stop, look and listen as they share.
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I noticed that ____________ is doing something very smart in their 
writing today. Let's stop, look and listen as they share.

SHARE: What did you work on as a writer?

REFLECT: How did chaining and using a repeated refrain help you?

What are you trying to reveal to readers about you--important 
message?
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Follow up:  We will be creating our own memory booklets using the 
texts we have used in the past couple of days as mentor texts (When I 
was Young in the Mountains & My Mama Had a Dancing Heart) to help 
guide our work. 

 Students will create:
• A cover for a book that has a photo and-or illustrations-clip art
• A dedication page
• 8 story pages with illustrations and-or clip art-photos
• An about the author page
• USE THE PLANNING PAGE TO ASSIST YOU:

not finished product-just to

help you plan
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